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The Northmen at Helluland, Markland , and Onward Toward us — Vinland

Arthur Weise wrote The Discoveries of America to the Year 1525, and published it in New

York in 1884. His first chapter covered what some call prehistoric times, including legends of

lands to the west from ancient Egypt, and Greece. He then continued to describe the

discoveries of the Viking, or Northmen. The following is edited from that work, with some

additional comments.

Inside a Reconstructed Viking Sod House, L’Anse aux Meadows, Newfoundland

From the CBC

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

Weiss describes how the earliest Viking discoveries to the west of the known world occurred

when ships were driven off course by storms and landed on the Shetland Islands, or even on

the Feroe Islands. These discoveries prompted more deliberate explorations. In those days of
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limited technology, they carried birds with them so that when the birds were released they

would fly toward land.

A pirate named Naddoddr is said to have drifted westward from the Feroe Islands in the year

860 and found a land that he called Sneeland, or Snowland. Another mariner, named Floki,

also became stranded somewhere west of the Feroe Islands in 865 and released three of his

birds. One bird flew back toward the Feroe Islands, another returned to the ship, and the

third flew onward toward an island which they described as “volcanic and sterile, glacial and

cold,” which the Vikings renamed Island, or Iceland. For some reason, Floki’s crew described

the place differently, saying that “milk dropped from every plant and butter from every twig.”

A Norwegian named Gunnbjorn drifted westward, this time from Iceland, in 876 and

reported that he had seen land on the western horizon. Later on, in 981, Eric the Red

undertook to find Gunnbjorn’s new land and arrived at a place called Midjokul. He steered

southward and spent the winter there. He extended his explorations the next summer and

spent a second winter on what he called Graenland, or Greenland. He returned to Iceland

when the ice broke up in the spring. It is said that he name ‘Greenland’ was chosen the better

to attract settlers.

This was the first of many instances where the Northmen spent considerable lengths of time

at their newly discovered lands and were clearly living off the land. They were tough and

resourceful.

Eric the Red did attract others, and went on a second voyage to Greenland, departing from

Iceland with a fleet of thirty five ships only fourteen of which arrived. One of those with him

was a Norwegian named Herjulf, and these two established at least two settlements. The saga

tells us that “This was fifteen winters before Christianity was established by law in Iceland,”

that is to say in 985.

Arthur Weiss was convinced that the many of the sagas have been misinterpreted and that

the Northmen did not, in fact, ever discover continental North America. He contended that

all of the stories took place in Greenland. It is certainly true that proofs are hard to come by,

but actual archeological sites have since proven that Weiss was wrong. L’Anse aux Meadows

in Newfoundland for example.

Eric the Red’s son Bjarni had been absent when his father’s fleet sailed for Greenland, and

Bjarni resolved to follow him. He said that “Our going there will be devoid of common-sense,

since not one of us has traversed the Greenland Sea.” The voyage was long and perilous, and

Bjarni reported seeing land on several occasions. Some of these lands were covered with

glaciers, but others had trees and it is not clear where these lands were — Bjarni certainly did

not know — but they eventually landed in Greenland and found Eric the Red.
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Eric’s son Leif, Leif Erikson, is said to have bought Bjarni’s ship and set off in about the year

1000 for more adventures. They approached one of Bjarni’s earlier discoveries and found

that it “was filled with high icy mountains, and from the sea all the way to the icy mountains

was a plain of flat stones.” Leif named the place Helluland, and it is believed today that

Helluland was on Baffin Island in Nunavut.

They then travelled southward to another land that “was a level country and covered with

trees, and which Leif named Markland. It cannot be certain where Markland was on modern

maps, but it is assumed today to have been in southern Labrador.

Again they travelled onward, and “sailed on the high sea, having a northeast wind, and were

two days at sea before they saw land. They steered toward it and touched the island lying

before the north part of the land. When they went on land they surveyed it, for by good

fortune the weather was serene. They found the grass sprinkled with dew, and it happened by

chance that they touched the dew with their hands and carried them to their mouths and

perceived that it had a sweet taste which they had not before noticed. Then they returned to

the ship and sailed through a bay lying between the island and a tongue of land running

toward the north. Steering a course to the west shore, they passed the tongue of land. Here

when the tide ebbed there were very narrow shoals. When the ship got aground there were

shallows of great extent between the vessel and the receded sea. So great was the desire of the

men to go on land that they were unwilling to stay on board until the returning tide floated

the ship. They went ashore at a place where a river flowed out from a lake. When the tide

floated the ship, they took the boat and rowed to the vessel and brought her into the river and

then into the lake. Here they anchored, carried the luggage from the ship, and built

dwellings. Afterward they held a consultation and resolved to remain at this place during the

winter. Then they erected large buildings. There were not only many salmon in the river but

also in the lake and of a larger size than they had before seen. So great was the fertility of the

soil that they were led to believe that cattle would not be in want of food during winter, or

that wintry coldness would prevail, or the grass wither much.”

Arthur Weiss had problems with some of the descriptions of this place, for they found “wine-

wood or wine-berries,” which caused great excitement. Weiss interpreted this to mean that

there were no large trees but only bushes of “wine-wood” which they eagerly gathered. It is

acknowledged even today that the “wine-berries” were not necessarily grapes. Nonetheless,

this ‘Vinland’ is thought today to be a vaguely defined area including Labrador and extending

southward across the Gulf of Saint Lawrence to northern Nova Scotia and eastern New

Brunswick.

Weiss dedicates considerable text trying to disprove the notion that the Northmen wintered

near Mount Hope Bay, in Rhode Island and, again, maintains that they never ventured

beyond Greenland. That they were at least in a more southern latitude is supported by the

saga stating that “the days are more equal there than in Greenland or Iceland; there the sun

sets at [mid-afternoon] and rises at day-meal time [breakfast], on the shortest day.” To me, it

sounds as though they travelled past Canso and southward of Cape Breton and wintered near
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Tracadie, where several rivers and streams emerge from a lake-like basin behind Tracadie Big

Island. It is not relevant what ‘sounds to me,’ but others have at least taken the view that they

were near Cape Breton.

The sagas indicate that several other adventurers visited the New World in the 10  Century.

One of these crews included 40 men who visited both Helluland and Markland. Then “they

then sailed far to the southward along the coast and came to a promontory. The land lay on

the right and had a long sandy beach. They rowed to it and found on a tongue of land the keel

of a ship. They called this point of land Kjalarnes [Keel cape], and the beach Furdustrandir

[Long Strand].” Two Scots were sent out to explore for provisions, and they returned with

wine-berries and an ear of wheat. Finally, they found an island with so many ducks that “one

could hardly walk about without stepping on their eggs.” They wintered there, but supplies

became scarce and they sent Thorhall, the hunter, out to find game. He did not return for

quite a while, and when he was finally found he said that “The ‘red-bearded’ [Thor] was more

helpful than your Christ; this [whale meat] I have received for my hymns which I sing of

Thor, my protector; seldom has he deserted me.” Conditions improved and they survived and

were able to throw out their rotten whale meat.

There were many adventures. On one occasion, “they saw a great number of skin boats on the

sea. * * * These people were swart [swarthy] and ugly, and had coarse hair, large eyes, and

broad cheeks. They remained a short time and * * * rowed away to the southward.” Weiss

also had a problem with passages like this, since ‘skin boats’ brings Inuit technology to mind,

rather than Wabanaki technology. On another occasion, the Northmen traded with the

Natives, who “preferred red cloth, and for this they gave skins and all kinds of furs. They also

wanted to purchase swords and spears, but [the Northmen] would not sell them any

weapons. For a whole skin the Skraelings (little men, or barbarians) took a piece of red cloth

a span long, and bound it around their heads. In this way they bartered for a time.”

Not soon after, “large number of Skraelings returned in their boats uttering loud cries.

Karlsefne’s men took a red shield and held it toward them. The Skraelings leaped from their

boats and attacked them. Many missiles fell among them,” and Karlsefne’s men fell back.

Thorvard’s wife, Freydis, was more warlike than the men, and she bellowed “Why do you run,

stout men as you are, before these miserable wretches, whom I thought you could knock

down as you do cattle! If I had weapons I know that I could fight better than you!” The men

still did not come forward, but Freydis pursued the Natives into the woods where she found

that some of the Northmen had already been killed. She then “exposed her bosom and struck

her breast with the sword. The Skraelings were frightened and ran to their boats and rowed

away.”

The Northmen continued to visit Vinland from time to time, even to the 14  Century, with

more adventures, but here I will end this blog post.

Written by johnwood1946
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